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WORK-FROM-HOME SERIES

The trend of working from home is slowly becoming the new normal and the need 
for a proper home workspace has never been more important. As most homes 
aren’t well furnished and equipped to manage long hours of working, one’s focus 
and productivity will surely be impacted. With the introduction of our KIAN Work-
From-Home Series, we aim to help you build the perfect home workspace where 
you can work comfortably and efficiently without worry. 

Whether you’re working from home long term or just need a weekend workspace, 
we have a wide variety of smart, ergonomic furniture for you to choose from. Have 
a look at our range below and let us know your ideal setup that suits your needs.
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KEEN TABLE RELI CHAIR
W1200 x D600 x H750mm W590 x D610 x H1140-1240mmSitting Position
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FROM

Screen panel and mobile pedestal sold separately

KEEN TABLE

SGD219

A clean and sharp design for those who are keen 
on efficient and productive working. The Keen’s 
minimalistic appearance allows it to complement any 
home interior and is easy to assemble to save you on 
time and effort.  

The Keen comes paired with the Reli chair, an 
ergonomic high back office chair with adjustable height 
and tilt angle that maximises comfort. 

All prices are inclusive of delivery charges.
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GEO-2 TABLE XAVIER CHAIR
W1200 x D600 x H750mm W590 x D610 x H1140-1240mmSitting Position
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GEO-2 TABLE
A clean and tidy workspace often equates a calm and 
clear mind. The practical Geo-2 offers neat storage 
facilities to keep your space free of clutter, giving you 
peace of mind so that you can solely focus on your 
tasks at hand.  

The Geo-2 comes paired with the Xavier chair, an 
ergonomic high back office chair with adjustable height 
and tilt angle that maximises comfort. 

FROM

Screen panel sold separately

SGD399

All prices are inclusive of delivery charges.



GEO-5 TABLE XAVIER CHAIR
W1500 x D600 x H750mm W590 x D610 x H1140-1240mmSitting Position
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GEO-5 TABLE
Similar to the Geo-2, the Geo-5 offers additional 
storage facilities to help keep your home workspace 
organised and spotless. A perfect balance between 
design and function, the Geo-5 is easy on the eyes 
and lets you work worry free. 

The Geo-5 comes paired with the Xavier chair, an 
ergonomic high back office chair with adjustable height 
and tilt angle that maximises comfort. 

FROM

Screen panel sold separately

SGD619

All prices are inclusive of delivery charges.
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EASE TABLE

Sitting Position Standing Position

If you’re looking to incorporate smart and healthy 
working into your home, the Ease is the ideal setup 
for you. As sitting for long hours can cause a strain on 
your body, the Ease offers flexibility with its 4-memory 
height-adjustable table that eases you from a sitting to 
standing position, allowing you to stay productive with 
good posture.  

The Ease comes paired with the Xavier chair, an 
ergonomic high back office chair with adjustable height 
and tilt angle that maximises comfort. 
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FROM

Screen panel sold separately

SGD899

EASE TABLE MOBILE PEDESTAL XAVIER CHAIR
W1200 x D750 x H725-1150mm W420 x D485 x H600mm W590 x D610 x H1140-1240mm

All prices are inclusive of delivery charges.



Providing Intelligent Furniture Solutions

hello@kian.com
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